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SUMMARY We analyze the correlation between BTI (Bias Tempera-
ture Instability) -induced degradations and process variations. Those re-
liability issues are correlated. BTI is one of the most significant aging-
degradations on LSIs. Threshold voltages of MOSFETs increase with time
when biases stress their gates. It shows a strong effect of BTI on highly
scaled LSIs in the same way as the process variations. The accurate predic-
tion of the combinational effects is indispensable. We should analyze both
aging-degradations and process variations of MOSFETs to explain the cor-
relation. We measure frequencies of ROs (Ring Oscillators) of 65-nm pro-
cess test circuits on two types of LSIs, ASICs and FPGAs. There are 98 and
837 ROs on our ASICs and FPGAs respectively. The frequencies of ROs
follow gaussian distributions. We describe the highest frequency group as
the “fast” conditon, the average group as the “typical” conditon and the
lowest group as the “slow” conditon. We measure the aging-degradations
of the ROs of the three conditions on the accelerated test. The degradations
can be approximated by logarithmic function of stress time. The degrada-
tion at the “fast” condition has a higher impact on the frequency than the
“slow” one. The correlation coefficient is 0.338. In this case, we can define
a smaller design margin for BTI-induced degradations than that without
considering the correlation because the degradation at the “slow” conditon
is smaller than the average and the fast.
key words: BTI, process variation, reliability

1. Introduction

Reliability issues, such as BTI (Bias Temperature Instabil-
ity) and process variations are exposed at the highly scal-
ing process [1]. BTI is one of the most significant aging-
degradations on LSIs. It was first reported in 1967 [2].
Threshold voltages of transistors are shifted by BTI for the
long-term period of use. It is called NBTI (Negative BTI)
that appears in PMOS transistors. Because threshold volt-
ages of PMOS transistors increase with time when thier
gates are stressed by negative bias. It is also called PBTI
(Positive BTI) that appears in NMOS transistors. NBTI is
known as one of dominant factors that determines life time
of circuits after 65-nm process technology. PBTI emerges
as a problem after 40-nm high-k metal gate process technol-
ogy. They result in circuit delays and unstable performances
because their effects are not negligible and avoidable.

BTI is a kind of random discrete-charge-induced vari-
ations [3]. It is time-dependent phenomenon. Behavior of a
single charge in the channel is becoming a significant prob-
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lem on heavily scaled LSIs. Characteristics of the MOS-
FETs are fluctuated by the charge behavior. It is called the
RTN (Random Telegraph Noise). The origin of BTI is the
defects trapping and detrapping carriers in gate oxide. BTI
is basically the same degradation as the RTN. But it has the
effect for the longer-term than RTN. BTI and process varia-
tions are becoming important reliability problems on highly
scaled LSIs. Traditionally, the main source of the variation
is the RDF (Random Dopant Fluctuation). It is location-
dependent phenomenon. Now the main sources of the varia-
tion are random discrete-charge and RDF. The accurate pre-
diction of the combinational effects is necessary.

In this paper, we propose the correlation between BTI-
induced degradations and process variations. We measure
the frequencies of ROs (ring oscillators) on ASICs and FP-
GAs to analyze the reliability issues. We expect the fre-
quencies are varied by the process variations according to
locations on the test chips. They should follow the gaussian
distribution. We focus on the groups of the highest, average
and lowest frequencies. We measure the aging-degradations
of the three groups on the accelerated test. We assume that
the degradation at the highest frequency group is larger than
one at the slowest frequency group. Because there are more
carriers in the highest group transistors than the slowest
one. BTI is assumed to have a large impact on the high-
est frequency group transistors. We examine the correlation
among BTI-induced degradations and process variations.

Related works are as follows. BTI-induced degrada-
tions on ASICs are discussed in [4]–[7]. BTI-induced degra-
dations on FPGAs are discussed in [8]–[11]. Convention-
ally, the correlation among BTI-induced degradations and
process variations are not discussed. It is important to dis-
close the relation between those two reliability issues.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces our measurement methods for ASICs
and FPGAs. Section 3 shows the results of the process
variations and aging-degradations measurement. Section 4
discusses our results with the simulations and the analyses.
Section 5 summarizes this paper.

2. Measurement Method

In this section, we introduce the measurement setup for ROs
on ASICs and FPGAs. We measure the ROs to analyze BTI-
induced degradations and process variations.

Copyright c© 2014 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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Fig. 1 Measurement equipment.

Fig. 2 Structure of the Cyclone IV FPGA.

2.1 Measurement Setup

The measurement setup is as follows. We use the engineer-
ing LSI tester to measure the circuits. A 65-nm process test
chip contains 1764 ROs. Those ROs are divided into 18
types. These 98 ROs have different structures such as stages
and wiring capacitance/resistance. We measure them at the
accelerated conditon at which the power supply voltage is
2.0 V. Nominal power supply voltage is 1.2 V.

A 65-nm process cyclone IV FPGA contains 1347
ROs. We measure 837 ROs of them. The details of the con-
figurations are shown in the latter part. FPGA is mounted
on DE0 NANO FPGA board which has 72 GPIO pins, a
USB mini-AB port, two DC 5 V pins, and etc. The FPGA
board and the DUT board on the tester are connected by the
DSUB 50pin cable. The measurement equipment is shown
in Fig. 1. Power supply voltage is 1.2 V, which is limited by
the specification of the FPGA board.

The temperature conditions are 80◦C. Numbers of os-
cillation are detected by on-chip counters. It is important to
minimize the control signal delays when we measure BTI.
Because the degradation amount is changing in very short
time. To achieve accurate measurement results, we use the
LSI tester.

2.2 Configuration of ROs on FPGAs

We design the ROs and the on-chip counters on the FPGAs.
The structure of the Cyclone IV FPGA is shown in Fig. 2.
They consist of logic array blocks which can configurate any
logic circuits. Each logic array block has 16 logic elements
which are the basic units of the FPGA. Figure 3 shows the
measurement circuit on the FPGA. It contains a ring oscilla-
tor (RO), a four-stage divider (DIVx4) and a 16-bit counter
(DIVx16).

Fig. 3 Measurement circuit consists of a RO and a 16-bit counter on the
FPGA.

We synthesize the configurations of the test circuit. To
analyze the process variations, the configurations should
cover whole logic array blocks of the FPGA. We can put
the circuit in any location on the FPGA by using a corre-
sponding configuration.

3. Measurement Results

In this section, we show the results of the process variations
and the BTI-Induced degradations measurements.

3.1 Results of Process Variations

We measure frequencies of all ring oscillators to analyze the
process variations.

Figure 4 shows the distributions of frequencies of 98
ROs of the same type of the structure on the ASIC. The fre-
quencies do not follow the gaussian distribution. The reason
is that the samples are 98. We describe 10 samples (10%)
of the highest frequency group as the “fast” conditon, 10
samples (10%) of the average group as the “typical” condi-
ton and 10 samples (10%) of the lowest group as the “slow”
conditon.

Figure 5 shows the distributions of frequencies of the
ROs on the FPGA. The frequencies follow the gaussian dis-
tribution. We measure 1347 ROs which have the configura-
tions of each location. But the automatic optimization of the
design tool rewrites some configurations. Figure 5 includes
only the frequencies of the original configuration ROs. We
describe the 10 of the highest frequency group as the “fast”
conditon, the 10 of the average group as the “typical” con-
diton and the 10 of the lowest group as the “slow” conditon.
Note that the descriptions of the variation conditions are dif-
ferent from that of ASICs.

BTI should be affected by the process variations. The
origin of BTI is carrier-capturing and emitting activities of
the defects in the gate oxide [6]. The amount of carriers
is fluctuated by the process variations. Since there are more
carriers in the fast conditon transistor than the slow one, BTI
should has a large impact on the fast condition transistors.

3.2 Results of BTI-Induced Degradations

BTI-induced degradations can be detected by measuring the
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Fig. 4 Frequency distribution of 98 ROs on the ASIC, Vdd = 2.0 V, T =
80◦C.

Fig. 5 Frequency distribution of ROs on FPGAs, Vdd = 1.2V, T = 80◦C.

Fig. 6 Frequency degradations of fast, typical and slow conditions on the
ASIC, Vdd = 2.0V, T = 80◦C.

frequencies of the ROs through the degradation time. When
the oscillations stop, the ROs degrade over time. We mea-
sure the frequencies of the ROs of the fast, typical and slow
conditions, periodically. The ROs repeat the degradation in-
tervals and oscillations/measurements. The total degrada-
tion time is 3600 s.

The degradations of frequencies of the three conditions
on the ASIC are shown in Fig. 6. Note that the x axis is
a log-scale. The frequencies are averages of each varia-
tion conditon. The degradations follow logarithmic function
f (t) = −a× log(t)+ b. The variable a is the degradation fac-
tor. The degradation trend is increased with a. The variable
b is the frequency factor.

The degradations of frequencies of the three conditions

Fig. 7 Frequency degradations of fast, typical and slow conditions on the
FPGA, Vdd = 1.2V, T = 80◦C.

on the FPGA are shown in Fig. 7. Note that the x axis is a
log-scale. The frequencies are the frequency of single RO of
three conditions. The degradations also follow logarithmic
function f (t) = −a × log(t) + b.

4. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the simulation results of the
degradations and the correlation between process variations
and BTI-induced degradations.

4.1 Simulation of BTI-Induced Degradations

We simulate the degradations of the ROs to confirm the mea-
surement results. The schematics of internal circuits of FP-
GAs are not disclosed. We analyze following two circuits
instead. One of the simulation circuit is shown in Fig. 8. It
is a 17-stage RO with NAND enable. The initial frequency
is 1.232 GHz.

The other circuit is shown in Fig. 9. It is an oscilla-
tion circuit which consists of 4-stage CMOS multiplexers.
It represents a logic element chain of the FPGA. The oscil-
lation path is A and the enable is B. The initial frequency is
3.736 GHz.

The simulation setup is as follows. The transistor
model is 65-nm process standard size and the temperture is
80◦C. Threshold voltage Vth shifts from BTI-induced degra-
dations are calculated by the trapping-detrapping model
[12]. A MOSFET has N defects and each of them can be
characterized by capture and emission time constants τc and
τe. If a defect captures carriers, Vth of the device increases.
The capture probability PC is a function of τc and τe [12].
The degradation ΔVth at degradation time t can be calculated
by Eq. (1).

ΔVth(t) =
N∑

j=1

k j(t) · μ j (1)

When the jth defect captures carriers, k j = 1, while carriers
are emitted, k j = 0. It is determined by PC. The μ is Vth shift
from a single defect. Each τc, τe or μ is a statistical param-
eter. We use ΔVth of the average of 100 time calculations as
shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 8 Simulation circuit, 17-stage ring oscillator.

Fig. 9 Simulation circuit, 4-stage MUX chain.

Fig. 10 Threshold voltage shifts calculated by the trapping-detrapping
model.

Fig. 11 Simulation result of 17-stage ring oscillator.

The results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Note that the
x axis is a log-scale. The degradations follow a logarithmic
function in the same way with measurement results.

4.2 Correlation among Process Variations and BTI-
Induced Degradations

We examine a correlation between BTI-induced degrada-
tions and process variations. To compare the trends of the
degradations, we focus on the variable a of the degradation
function f (t) = −a × log(t) + b. If a is larger, it means
the degradation has a larger impact on BTI-induced degra-
dations.

Fig. 12 Simulation result of 4-stage MUX chain.

Fig. 13 Variable a of same type ROs on the ASIC.

Fig. 14 Frequency degradation of the average of the fast conditon on the
FPGA.

Figure 13 shows a of the 98 ROs of the same type on
the ASIC. The x axis is initial frequencies of the ROs. We
calculate the correlation coefficient c of the frequencies f
and a.

c =

∑n
i=0( fi − favg)(ai − aavg)√∑n

i=0( fi − favg)2
√∑n

i=0(ai − aavg)2
= 0.338 (2)

Variables favg and aavg are averages of f and a respectively.
It shows an increasing trend with the frequency.

Figures 14–16 show the degradations of the frequen-
cies of the fast, typical and slow condition on the FPGA
respectively. They are the averages of the variation condi-
tions. The variable a and b are shown in Table 1. It shows
that a of the fast condition is the largest of all conditons.
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Fig. 15 Frequency degradation of the average of the typical conditon on
the FPGA.

Fig. 16 Frequency degradation of the average of the slow conditon on
the FPGA.

Table 1 Variable a and b of three conditons on the FPGA.

fast typical slow
a 16.31 × 10−5 9.873 × 10−5 5.267 × 10−5

b 1.258 1.211 1.175

Table 2 Frequency degradation predictions of both proposed and con-
ventional models [GHz].

fast typical slow
proposed 1.255 1.209 1.174

conventional 1.256 1.209 1.173

The BTI-induced degradation at the fast condition has
a significant effect. In this case, we can reduce the design
margin for BTI-induced degradations because the degrada-
tion at the “slow” conditon is smaller than the average. The
degradation predictions of both the proposed and the con-
ventional models are shown in Table 2. It shows the degra-
dation on the “slow” condition is small when we use the
proposed model.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we analyze the correlation between BTI-
induced degradations and process variations. We analyze
those reliability issues on the ASICs and the FPGAs to mea-
sure the frequencies of the ROs. The frequencies of the FP-
GAs follow the gaussian destribution. The frequencies of
those LSIs decrease with time because of BTI. The degra-

dations follow logarithmic functions. The correlation coef-
ficient of the degradation factors and the initial frequencies
is 0.338 on the ASIC. The degradation factor at the “fast”
condition is the largest of all conditions on the FPGA. They
suggest that the BTI-induced degradation at the “fast” con-
dition has a significant effect. In this case, we can reduce
the design margin for BTI-induced degradations because the
degradation at the “slow” conditon is smaller than we cur-
rently expect. Our future work is to evaluate the reliability
issues on 28-nm process test chips and FPGAs.
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